
Supporting convergence research toward a more resilient, healthy, and equitable Arctic 
that is understood and stewarded for its role in the global system

Fostering convergence to address complex 
Arctic climate challenges: Identifying opportunities 
with the Navigating the New Arctic (NNA) Program



About Navigating the New Arctic

• A strategic “Big Idea” initiative of the National Science Foundation

• Addressing challenges in the changing Arctic using convergence research

• 140+ awards

• Aims to build new research partnerships, diversify the next generation of Arctic 
researchers, enhance formal and informal education, and use co-production of 
knowledge approaches
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The NNA Community Office:

• Intended to provide coordination and support to the NNA community

• Supported through a 5-year Cooperative Agreement with NSF
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The NNA-CO serves the NNA community through support in four focus areas: 

1. Co-production of knowledge between research 
partners and Indigenous Peoples of the Arctic 
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The NNA-CO serves the NNA community through support in four focus areas: 

1. Co-production of knowledge between research 
partners and Indigenous Peoples of the Arctic 

2. Research convergence—collaborative research 
that draws on expertise from across disciplines 
and knowledge systems to solve complex 
challenges 

3. Coordinated and culturally responsive 
education and outreach 

4. Open science approaches that promote and 
share resources for the openness, integrity, and 
reproducibility of NNA-funded research 
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Upcoming online NNA project profiles and project mapping system 

Fostering Collaboration



APU Values and Core Themes (APU Strategic Plan 2023)
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Working with Arctic Peoples



• NNA community training and resources for 
initiating, designing, and implementing 
collaborative research with Indigenous 
Communities
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Working with Arctic Peoples



• NNA community training and resources for 
initiating, designing, and implementing 
collaborative research with Indigenous 
Communities

• Culturally appropriate curriculum to advance 
collaborative and community-based Arctic 
Research

• Communication processes and knowledge sharing: 
quarterly podcast, biannual periodical, respond to 
requests for support and connections

APU Values and Core Themes (APU Strategic Plan 2023)
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Working with Arctic Peoples



● Coordinated and impactful Education & Outreach (E&O)

● E&O engagement opportunities and resources for NNA researchers

K. Erickson

C. BuffingtonA. Gold

E. Fairfax
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Broadening Participation



Broader Impacts Network

16www.nna-co.org/nna-co-broader-impacts-network



What is Convergence Research?
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“Traditional” research: 
● Isolates and simplifies a real-world challenge 
● Contributes incrementally to understanding or to finding a solution
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“Traditional” research: 
● Isolates and simplifies a real-world challenge 
● Contributes incrementally to understanding or to finding a solution

Convergence research: 
● Acknowledges the real-world complexity of societal challenges
● Aims to identify or create holistic and sustainable solutions by bringing diverse experts 

together who collectively can navigate complexity

New collective 
ways of 

understanding

Holistic and 
sustainable 
solutions

“All Hands
on Deck”
Approach



What is Convergence Research
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For the NNA program, convergence is meant to happen across expertise that 
includes the built environment, social systems, and natural environment.



Convergence Working Groups
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Overarching Goals
● Bring together NNA researchers + partners around a series of important topics (challenges) to:

○ Refine understanding and share perspectives on the challenge

○ Identify shared priorities

○ Identify specific and realistic opportunities to collaborate to maximize the societal impact 
of NNA research investments, alongside community & societal priorities
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Overarching Goals
● Bring together NNA researchers + partners around a series of important topics (challenges) to:

○ Refine understanding and share perspectives on the challenge

○ Identify shared priorities

○ Identify specific and realistic opportunities to collaborate to maximize the societal impact 
of NNA research investments, alongside community & societal priorities

● Develop legacy through products and partnerships:

○ Information resources, datasets, or tools to apply to challenges

○ Documented approaches to sharing & collaboration to promote learning and best 
practices

○ Established partnerships as foundations for follow-on efforts
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During spring, NNA-CO asked the community to provide input on a Convergence 
Working Group Concept Document.

Updates made:
● All 4 CWGs will follow the same timeline.
● Early Career Fellow roles will be clearly defined and they will participate as a single 

cohort (expanded to 8 people).

Community Input on CWG Process
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During spring, NNA-CO asked the community to provide input on a Convergence 
Working Group Concept Document.

Updates made:
● All 4 CWGs will follow the same timeline.
● Early Career Fellow roles will be clearly defined and they will participate as a single 

cohort (expanded to 8 people).

Input heard:
● More work is needed to find the most appropriate paths for Arctic community input.
● Available compensation for community participants should be clear and CWG budgets 

should be clear on funds available and spending options.
● Training is likely needed at the onset for all group members, particularly around valuing 

multiple ways of knowing and diverse perspectives.

Community Input on CWG Process
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Community-generated/supported themes 
that align with: 

● IARPC Policy Drivers

● IARPC Priority Areas

CWG Themes
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2022 2023 2024 2025
Community input and 
evaluation processes

Topics discussion process

Early Career Fellow and co-
lead applications/selection

Member selection

WG 1-4 

Foundation for lasting impact

CWG Timeline



Beginning to Identify CWG Themes
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Identified from NNA Project Topics

● Health and Wellbeing
(Food security; Cultural systems; Social Systems; Language)

● Community Adaptation & Resilience Planning
(Natural Hazards, Risk Assessment, and/or Emergency Response; 
Water use and Access; Community relocation)

● Sustainable Infrastructure
(Infrastructure; Energy; Transportation; Telecommunications)

● International Collaboration for Arctic 
Stewardship

(Industrialization; Pollution; Fisheries; Tourism; Geopolitics; National 
Security)

● Arctic Observing Systems and Technology
(Remote sensing; Community-Based Monitoring; Data sharing; Drones 
and AUVs)
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Identified from NNA Community Priorities

● Fostering Indigenous-led research
(Supporting a network of local/regional research stewards; Mechanisms 
for communities to lead and identify research priorities)

● Promoting accessible & applied Arctic 
research

(open Arctic science; connecting to policymakers; data use and re-use; 
Indigenous knowledge and data sovereignty)

● Deepening cross-institution missions and 
commitments to meaningful Arctic research

(Research community coordination & leveraging; Learning and 
Evaluation; Dissemination of information to right-holders and 
stakeholders)

Will gather NNA community input to further 
refine and select ~8 potential topics for the 
CWGs.
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Get Involved!

Stay Informed:
• Sign up for the monthly NNA-CO newsletter
• Listen to the ArcticTogether Podcast and read the Zine (coming soon!)
• Explore expanded website resources (coming soon!)
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Get Involved!

Stay Informed:
• Sign up for the monthly NNA-CO newsletter
• Listen to the ArcticTogether Podcast and read the Zine (coming soon!)
• Explore expanded website resources (coming soon!)

Connect:
• Attend the 2022 NNA Annual Community meeting (November)
• Connect on Twitter or Facebook @ArcticTogether

Join the Broader Impacts Network:
• Improve your Education & Outreach knowledge and experience 
• Connect with others in the NNA community

Participate in the Convergence Working Group process:
• Provide input on upcoming theme topics (summer 2022)
• Apply/nominate Early Career Fellows and co-leads (November-December 2022)



The NNA-CO is supported through a cooperative agreement 
(Award # 2040729) with the National Science Foundation.


